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QUESTION 1

A BPM application developer has completed the development of a process application. The team lead has now directed
the application developer to install the snapshot onto a staging server for additional testing before it is moved into
production. Assuming the default Process Server settings are in place, what minimum level of access must the
developer have in order to install the snapshot onto the staging server? The application developer must have, at a
minimum: 

A. write access to the process application with no additional group membership. 

B. write access to the process application and must be a member of the process-center-install-group as defined in the
100Custom.xml file. 

C. administrative access to the process application with no additional group membership. 

D. administrative access to the process application and must be a member of the process-center-install-group as
defined in the 100Custom.xml file. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A company requires all requests to be viewed by a member of the Executive Leadership and a member of its Legal
Department. These reviews must be executed independently of each other. Once these reviews are completed, an
email is sent out to all relevant process stakeholders informing them of the outcome of the reviews. Review the following
business process definition. 



How should a BPM application developer model the remainder of the subprocess, "Conduct Request Reviews?" 

A. Draw two sequence flow lines from Reviews Start to Conduct Executive Review and Conduct Legal Review. From
each review activity, draw a sequence flow to Reviews End. 

B. Draw a sequence flow line from Reviews Start to Conduct Executive Review. From Conduct Executive Review, draw
a sequence flow line to Conduct Legal Review. From Conduct Legal Review, draw a sequence flow line to Reviews
End. 

C. Draw a sequence flow line from Reviews Start to a Parallel Gateway. From the Parallel Gateway, draw two sequence
flow lines to Conduct Executive Review and to Conduct Legal Review. From each review activity, draw a sequence flow
line to Reviews End. 

D. Draw a sequence flow line from Reviews Start to an Exclusive Gateway. From the Exclusive Gateway, draw two
sequence flow lines to Conduct Executive Review and to Conduct Legal Review. From each review activity, draw a
sequence flow to Reviews End. 

Correct Answer: C 



 

 

QUESTION 3

A BPM application developer needs to create a business process that will contain several human services. After
development begins, the developer learns that some of the task participants could be defined by the internal IBM BPM
security provider, while others could be defined in an external LDAP server. 

How should the developer proceed in order to allow this mix of users to participate in the process? 

The BPM application developer should: 

A. use only the external LDAP provider and recreate the internal users in the external LDAP server. 

B. use only the internal IBM BPM security provider and recreate the external LDAP users so that they are defined by the
internal IBM BPM security provider. 

C. use either the internal IBM BPM security provider or the external LDAP provider, but not both. All users must exist in
either the internal IBM BPM security provider or the external LDAP server. 

D. use the internal IBM BPM security provider in conjunction with the external LDAP provider. Create an IBM BPM
security group and add the external LDAP users using the Process Admin Console. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which business process diagram component will determine if incoming paths are active so that the process flow does
not wait for paths that will never complete? 

A. Subprocess 

B. Decision Service 

C. Parallel Gateway 

D. Inclusive Gateway 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company\\'s sales process relies on business rules that have been implemented within WebSphere Operational
Decision Management (WODM). There is a requirement to incorporate these rules within a IBM Business Process
Manager V8.0 implementation. What steps must a BPM application developer take to incorporate these rules within IBM
Business Process Manager V8.0 assuming the WODM server has been properly configured within IBM Business
Process Manager V8.0. Within a decision service: 



A. 1. drag a BAL Rule from the palette onto the canvas. 

2.

 select a server . 

3.

 configure the SOAP port. 

4.

 provide credentials. 

B. 1. drag a Server Script from the palette onto the canvas. 

2.

 use JavaScript APIs to get ODM server information. 

3.

 use JavaScript APIs to make ODM server calls. 

C. 1. drag a Decision Table from the palette onto the canvas. 

2.

 select a server. 

3.

 specify conditions and actions. 

D. 1. drag a JRules Decision Service from the palette onto the canvas. 

2.

 select a server. 

3.

 configure the SOAP port. 

4.

 provide credentials. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Which activities occur during each playback iteration? 



A. Design Solution, Build Solution, Test Solution, Deploy to Production Environment 

B. Gather Requirements, Design Solution, Build Solution, Test Solution 

C. Gather Requirements, Build Solution, Test Solution, Deploy to Production Environment 

D. Gather Requirements, Design Solution, Build Solution, Deploy to Production Environment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A BPM application developer has been asked to provide guidance with the creation of a single coach for a financial
company. This coach must: ?allow a business user to specify a stock symbol only once. ?provide the current value of
the specified stock symbol. ?provide the current day\\'s trending data of the specified stock symbol. ?provide the current
week\\'s trending data of the specified stock symbol. 

What guidance should the BPM application developer provide? 

A. Within a human service, create a coach that prompts for a stock symbol and then pass the specified stock symbol to
another coach that will display the stock\\'s information. 

B. Within a human service, create a coach that includes a coach view for each of the company\\'s requirements and use
the stock symbol\\'s coach view to build the user experience based on its configured boundary event. 

C. Within a coach, use a custom coach view that is comprised of a number of different stock coach views and use
JavaScript within the custom coach view\\'s event handlers to build the user experience based on a specified stock
symbol. 

D. Create a coach based on a template that uses a number of different stock coach views and use JavaScript within a
Custom HTML component to build the user experience based on a specified stock symbol. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A company has a coach view that provides a list of questions within a Custom HTML control. Refer to the screen shot of
the coach view\\'s layout below. 



The company would like all question paragraphs to be padded top, bottom, left, and right with 5 pixels and a background
of #EEEEEE. 

What should a BPM application developer place within the Inline CSS of the coach view? 

A.  

B. div.company-question-container > p { padding: 5px; background: #EEEEEE; } 

C. div.companyQuestions > p { padding: 5px; background: #EEEEEE; } 

D.  

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement correctly describes a type of service available in Business Process Manager V8.0? 

A. An Ajax service can be used to generate tasks in the IBM Process Portal user interface. 

B. An Integration service is the only type of service that can contain a Java or Web Service integration component. 

C. In addition to implementing business rules, Decision services are used for manipulating variable data. 

D. General System services are used to build custom functionality into the BPD for any non-supported service types. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 10

A BPM application developer wants to reuse error handling flows for common errors that can be raised by any activity in
a business process diagram and its subprocesses. How should the BPM application developer implement error
handling? 

A. Create an event subprocess with the error handling flow and specify the errors to be handled in the properties of the



error start event. 

B. Place an error event subprocess with the error handling flow in a toolkit and ensure a dependency to the toolkit is
added to the process application. 

C. Place an error intermediate event as part of the service flow for all services that implement the activities. Connect the
flow from those events to the same subprocess containing the error handling flow. 

D. Attach intermediate events to all activities, specify the errors to be handled and connect the flow from those events to
the same subprocess containing the error handling flow. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A company has a human service that enables a business user to select an employee and view the employee\\'s list of
clients. Review the human service diagram snippet and Review Employee Clients coach. 

The first component of the Review Employee Clients coach with label Select an Employee is a coach view named



Select Employee, which is properly configured to fire a boundary event. 

Assuming that the Select Employee coach view\\'s Business Data and Configuration Options are specified properly,
what does the BPM application developer need to specify so that the Client List table is populated once an employee is 

selected? 

Within the coach view\\'s: 

A. view event handler, specify this.context.trigger() 

B. view event handler, specify this.context.refreshView() 

C. change event handler, specify this.context.trigger() 

D. change event handler, specify this.context.refreshView() 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

After deploying a snapshot onto the production server, the BPM application developer wants to have two development
versions of the process application, one for the resolution of issues that needs to get fixed immediately in production
and one for the development of new features. 

How can the BPM application developer obtain the necessary development versions without creating a new process
application? 

A. Create a new snapshot for the process application. 

B. Create a clone of the snapshot installed in production. 

C. Create a new track from the snapshot installed in production. 

D. Import the snapshot installed in production into the Process Center. 

Correct Answer: C 
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